Briar Chemicals Ltd
Slavery and Human Trafficking statement for financial year ending December 2016
Our Business
Briar Chemicals delivers contract and custom manufacturing solutions to customers across the
globe. From our site in Norwich, UK, we service world-leading companies in the crop protection, fine
and speciality chemicals sectors, utilising a broad asset and technology base, underpinned by quality
driven project management. Our Company Vision and Values define what we aspire to be as an
organisation and how we work within the company and with all other stakeholders.
Briar Chemicals Ltd. is totally opposed to slavery and human trafficking in all aspects of our
operation and supply chain. We expect our employees, suppliers and contractors to display a zero
tolerance to exploitation and require they comply with the provisions of the modern slavery act and
expect they will hold their own suppliers to the same high standards.

Our supply chain
The supply chain of any chemical manufacturer is complex and raw materials can go through
multiple levels of suppliers before entering the manufacturing process. We have a strict policy for
the selection of suppliers for both direct and indirect goods and services including recruitment
agencies, training providers, consultants, etc.
We expect our suppliers to have procedures in place to ensure modern slavery or trafficking is not
taking place in their business or supply chain. We will continue to review our suppliers on this basis.

Policies
We are committed to compliance with all relevant legislation and to act with integrity in all aspects
of our business dealings. Many of our existing policies and procedures encompass aspects of our
commitment to ensuring employees are treated in a fair and equal manner and explain how we
comply with all laws on treatment of employees. We also commit to routine review of our policies
and procedures. This further enables specified employees to have the necessary information and
support to best recognise exploitation and to ensure there is no slavery or human trafficking in our
business or supply chain. The relevant policies include:





Human Rights Policy
Anti-corruption Policy
Procedures for the selection of staff and service providers
Procedures for the appraisal and approval of vendors

Risk Appraisal
As a UK based company with strict HR policies and procedures for recruitment of staff, we work
closely with reputable organisations to carry out strict compliance checks to verify the identity of
each potential employee. We also ensure that all candidates are legally entitled to be employed. All
prospective employees are required to provide original documentary evidence.
Due to this screening, our main area of risk has been identified as being within our raw material
supply chain.
Due to the global nature of the supply chain, we take a risk-based approach to supplier vetting and
auditing. Higher risk suppliers are identified by industry, legal entity location, manufacturing
location or the country of origin for the supply of main raw materials.

Our approach - due diligence and monitoring of policy effectiveness
Over the past twelve months we have included a statement in our supplier assessment forms to
request information on how potential new suppliers ensure that modern slavery and human
trafficking is not taking place in their own business. We also obtain copies of their due diligence
procedures covering how our suppliers monitor their own supply chains.
Once suppliers are selected, approved supplier lists are regularly reviewed and audit requirements
are agreed internally. The suppliers in high risk industries or locations are scrutinised further, this
can include periodic audits of tier one suppliers.
The number of suppliers that Briar Chemicals uses has been decreasing year on year, this helps Briar
concentrate on effective monitoring of its supply chain.

Training
We will keep employees informed and raise awareness on how to recognise and respond to signs of
slavery and human trafficking including how to voice any concerns. We will ensure all disclosures will
be treated confidentially and employees will not be victimised or treated less favourably as a result.
Where required, we will provide training to our staff with a particular focus on senior management,
Commercial, HR and Procurement.
All members of the Procurement team are members of the Chartered Institute of Procurement &
Supply, are MCIPS qualified or are working towards this qualification, and all have signed the CIPS
Code of Conduct. In addition, the Human Resources team, as members of Chartered Institute of
Personnel and Development (CIPD), adhere to the standards set out in the CIPD Code of Professional
Conduct.
This statement is made pursuant to section 54(1) of the Modern Slavery Act 2015 and constitutes
Briar Chemicals Ltd.’s Slavery & Human trafficking statement for the financial year ending December
2016.
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Mr T Green, Director
Date: 28th June 2017

